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isochrone
Generates a polygon (isochrone) around a single origin to calculate journey times to multiple destinations, 

can output a PNG map, HTML map, and .GeoJSON polygon file.

isochroneTime Same as isochrone(), but between a start and end time/date. Output can be an animated GIF image.

isochroneMulti Same as isochrone(), but for multiple origins. A polygon is created for each origin.

locationValidator
Used to check the validity of location points by trying to create a small isochrone around the location.

FIxes the nearest routable point if there is an error.

otpTripDistance A core function used to produce an API call to OTP to find trip distance.

otpTripTime A core function used to produce an API call to OTP to find trip time.

pointToPoint Calculates the journey details between a single origin and destination, can output a PNG map and HTML map.

pointToPointLoop Calculates the journey details between multiple origins and destinations.

pointToPointNearest
Calculates the journey details between the nearest (k = 1) destination to each origin using a KNN approach. 

Can also calculate the second (k = 2), third (k = 3) naearest, and so forth.

pointToPointTime Same as pointToPoint(), but between a start and end time/date. Output can be an animated GIF image.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isochrone_map


OpenTripPlanner instance

isochroneMulti(output.dir = “C:\\Desktop\\isochrones”,

otpcon = otpcon,

originPoints = originPoints,

startDateAndTime = '2019-03-12 12:00:00',

modes = 'WALK, TRANSIT',

isochroneCutOffMax = 90,

isochroneCutOffMin = 05,

isochroneCutOffStep = 05,

mapOutput = F,

arriveBy = T,

geojsonOutput = T)
.geoJSON

parameters
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ST_ClosestPoint(a.geom, b.geom) ST_Line_Substring(a.geom, b.geom)





SELECT * FROM pgr_drivingDistance(      

'SELECT id, source, target, cost_offpeak1016monfri as cost, 

reverse_cost_offpeak1016monfri as reverse_cost

FROM routing.edge_table’,   

array[1, 2, 3], 

90);
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sequence from node cost agg_cost

1 5000 5244 0.1 0.1

2 5000 5245 0.2 0.3

3 5000 5246 0.3 0.6
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Diolch
Thank you

Matt Ricketts
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